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Abstract 
Markl, M., A cohomology theory for A(m)-algebras and applications, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 83 (1992) 141-175. 
For an A(m)-algebra A and an A-bimodule M we define the cohomology H,*,,,(A; M) of A with 
coefficients in M. If the algebra A is balanced, we define also the balanced cohomology 
HBz”,(A; M). Our main result says that, for such an algebra A, there exists a natural 
Hodge-type decomposition of H,T,8,(A; M) whose first component can be identified with 
HBc,I,(A; M). Some applications are given, especially in rational homotopy theory. 
Introduction and main results 
A(m)-algebras were introduced in [22, p. 2941 in connection 
homotopy associative H-spaces. An A(m)-algebra is a graded 
with the study of 
space A together 
with a set of multilinear operations pu, : @^ A + A, 1 5 k 5 m, satisfying certain 
associativity relations (see 1.4). The category of unitary augmented A(m)- 
algebras and their strong homomorphisms (see again 1.4 for the definitions) will 
be denoted by A(m). For an A(m)-algebra A, an A-bimodule is then an object of 
the category A-biMod : = (A(m) /A),, of abelian group objects in the category 
A(m) /A of A(m)-algebras over A; an axiomatic characterization of A-bimodules 
is given in 1.10. Let Vect be the category of graded vector spaces and 0 : A- 
biMod+Vect be the ‘forgetful functor’. By a free A-bimodule is then meant an 
object of the category A-biMod having the form I+‘. where V E Vect and F is a 
left-adjoint to 0; an explicit description of free bimodules is given in 1.14. For 
simplicity we assume that all objects are defined over a field k of characteristic 
zero. 
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Our first goal is to define a cohomology of an A(m)-algebra A with cocfticients 
in an A-bimodule M. denoted by H,T,,,(A; M). The definition is given with the aid 
of certain free differential A-bimodule (:18~,,,)( A , d) (see 2.1) as 
H;;,,,(A; M) = H:“(C’:” c,,,,W M), 6) . 
where c’(I,(A: M) = Hom,.I:,,:A,,,, (:#,,,,,(A), M) and 6 is induced by ii, see 3.6 for 
degree conventions. 
Our second aim is to show that thcrc exists a suitable concept of commutativity 
for A(m)-algebras. The r6le of commutative algebras will be played by A(nl)- 
algebras (A. pi) such that the operations pa arc, for k Z- 2, zero on decompos- 
ables of the shuffe product (SW 1.1). Such algebras will be called balanced. They 
form a full subcategory of the category A(m), denoted by A(~z),~. The following 
two indications justify the definition of this property. 
For an A(m)-algebra A. let (G(A). x) denote the homotopy-bar (or tilde) 
construction (SW [22, p. 2951, [IX, Dkfinition 3.13] or Example 3.3). It is easy to 
show that the ‘shuffle’ product on .4’(A) is compatible with the diffcrcntial z 
provided A is balanced in the above sense. similarly as for a commutative algebra 
D this product inducts the structure of a differential Hopf algebra on the bar 
construction B(D) ([II, Chapter X. Section 121 or 124, 0.6.(l)]). The second 
indication is the following result of Kadeishvili. He constructed, for a chain 
algebra (C, d), a certain structure (H(C. d), X, ) of an A(=)-algebra on the graded 
vector space H(C. d). called the homology A(x)-algebra of (C. ;I) (see [9. 
Theorem I] or 1.7). In fact, the operations X, are constructed as obstructions to 
the existence of a homomorphism 4 : (H( C, 0). (I)- (C’. d) of differential alge- 
bras. inducing an isomorphism on the homology level. In Theorem 1.8 WC prove 
that the algebra C is commutative if and only if the homology A(x)-algcbra can 
be constructed to be balanced. 
Let A E A(m),, bc a balanced A(m)-nlgcbra. By a balanced A-bimodule wc 
mean an element of the category A-hiMod,, := (A(rr~),,iA)~~,,. This category 
consists of A-bimodules satisfying the additional condition (10). An alternative 
description of A-biMod, is given in Proposition 1.13. For a balanced algebra A 
and an A-bimodule M E A-biMod, WC define the balanced cohomology of A with 
coefficients in M. denoted by HB,‘:,,,(A; M). This objected appears together with 
a natural transformation 
The main result of this paper (Theorem 2.9) says that there is a natural de- 
composition Hc,,,(A: M) = II,,,, H;“,,;i(A; M) with H;,;j(A; M) = HRt,,,(A: M) 
such that the transformation If ‘k(A; M) corresponds to the map 
H%,W M) = H,::,;j(A; M)c, 11 H;;,;;(A; M) = /!,-,(A; M) 
, -0 
As a consequence we get that the map IT*(A; M) is a naturally splitting 
monomorphism of graded vector spaces. The decomposition H&,(A; M) = 
II,,,, ff;:,;;(A; M) . . 15 an analog of the Hodge-type decomposition for the Hoch- 
schild cohomology of a commutative algebra as it was constructed for example in 
[5, pp. 231-2341 or [6, pp. 7-81. but our situation is slightly different because the 
differential 6 in the defining complex C;,,,(A; M) is not homogeneous with 
respect to the ‘simplicial degree’. Our theory covers the following situations. 
1. Cohomology of algebras. (For details see 3.1.) Let A be a (graded) algebra, M 
an A-bimodule (in the usual sense) and let Hoch”“‘(A; M) denote the Hochschild 
cohomology of A with coefficients in M. where n is the simplicial and p the total 
degree. respectively. If we consider A as an A(r-)-algebra (Example 1.5) and M as 
an element of A-hiMod (Example l.ll), then there exists an isomorphism 
w*(A; M) : H;“JA; M) An,,,,, Hoch”,-*(A; M). If, moreover, the algebra A 
is commutative and M is a symmetric A-bimodule (i.e. urn = ma for all u E A and 
m E M), then A can be considered as an element of Am and M as an 
element of A-biMod,. In this case we construct an isomorphism 
@;(A; M) : HB,*,,(A; M)A n,,l,, Harr”,-*(A; M), where Harr*‘*(A; M) de- 
notes the Harrison cohomology of the commutative algebra A with coefficients in 
M (see [2,25]). Moreover, if +*‘*(A; M) : Harr*‘*(A; M)-+ Hoch*‘*(A; M) 
is the canonical map [2, p. 3141, then n,,l,, 4”‘-*(A; M)ooz(A; M) = 
w”(A; M)off “(A; M) and therefore. by Theorem 2.9, the map d’““‘(A; M) is a 
monomorphism. This is a graded version of [2, Theorem 1.11. Notice that this 
result has an immediate application in the rational homotopy theory [16, Theorem 
1.4.11. 
2. Cohomology of algebras of derivations. (For details see 3.2.) Let V be a graded 
vector space of finite type and let (TV, 8) be a free differential graded algebra, 
deg(a) = -1. Let Der”(TV) be the Lie algebra of derivations of the algebra TV 
and define a differential d on Der*(TV) by J(0) = [a; 01. Then there exists 
an A(x)-algebra A and an isomorphism h*(A) : H;*,,(A; A)- 
HP*“(Der*(TV), A), where A denotes the augmentation ideal of A (see 1.4). 
Let %*(LV) = (0 E Der*( TV) 1 O(V) C LV @k}, where LV is the free graded 
Lie algebra on V. If d(V) C LV, then the A(m)-algebra A can be constructed to be 
balanced and there exists an isomorphism &*(A) : HB;*,,(A; A)& 
H-*“(gr*(LV), A). If we denote Z(A)* : H*(l%“(LV). A)-+ H”(Der(TV), A) 
the map induced by the inclusion %(LV)qDer(TV), then, moreover, 
h*(~)oIl*(A; A) = I-“+‘(A)&(A) and Theorem 2.9 implies that the map 
f*(A) is a monomorphism. We remark that algebras of derivations of this kind 
play an important role in the rational homotopy theory, see [4], [13] and [15]. 
3. Homotopy associative H-spaces. Let X be a topological space admitting an 
A,,,-form [22, p. 2791. Then the singular chain complex C,(X) has the structure of 
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an A(m)-algebra (see [22. p. 2%. Theorem 2.31 and Example 1.6) and it easily 
follows from [22. p. 296, Theorem 2.71 and the computation of 3.3 that 
H,“;,JC:,:(X); k) = H”(XP(m); k) . 
where XP(m) is the X-projective m-space [22. p. 2801 and k carries the natural 
structure of a C,(X)-bimodulc as in 1.4. 
4. Cohomology of a manifold. Let M be a simply connected smooth manifold 
having rational cohomology of finite type and let Z(M) be the algebra of 
DeRham exterior forms on M. Let g(M) be the ‘opposite’ algebra given by 
e"(M) = 'K"(M). Since g(M) is commutative, it can be considered as a bal- 
anced A(x)-algebra, see Example 1.5. Then there are isomorphisms (see 3.4.) 
4;,(M): NJ%(M); R)A H,(RM;R) and ~~(M):HR,*,(~(M);aB)~ 
~~,(f~M)@irw. such that the diagram 
where h,,,v, : n-:,:(RM)+ H,:(RM) is the Hurewicz homomorphism, is commuta- 
tive. Theorem 2.9 then says that h,,, C3 R is a monomorphism. This is. of course. 
a consequence of the Milnor-Moore theorem [ 171. This computation remains 
valid if M is replaced by an arbitrary simply connected space having rational 
cohomology of finite type and g(M) by the algebra A,,,, of Sullivan-DcRham 
polynomial forms [23, Section 71. 
5. The canonical map 1 : H,_,,(L; L) ---f Hoch(%L; Y/L). (For details see 3.5.) Let 
L be a (graded) Lie algebra of finite type with L. ,, = 0 and Ict %L denote its 
universal enveloping algebra. In this situation there exists a map 
I*“!’ : HF;J(L; L)+ Hoch”‘“(“%IL; %L) of the Lie algebra cohomology of L with 
coefficients in L considered in the clear way as an L-module, to the Hochschild 
cohomology of 9L with coefficients in %L with the evident structure of a 
bimodulc over itself. In 3.5 we, roughly speaking, prove the existence of a 
balanced A(x)-algebra A such that H,_,,(L; L) can bc identitied with 
HB,,,(A; A) and that Hoch(QL; QL) can be identified with H,,,(A; A). More- 
over. the map I is represented, under this identification, by the map II(A; A) of 
Theorem 2.9. Especially, the map 1 is a monomorphism. This result has the 
following immediate application in rational homotopy theory. 
Let S be a simply connected topological space having the rational cohomology 
of finite type. Let L,: = T,,,(RS)@Q. then, by the Milnor-Moore theorem [17]. 
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%L, z H,(0(1S; Q). The space S is said to be coformal [24, 111.4.(o)], if there 
exists a free differential graded commutative algebra (A V, d) such that d(V) C 
VA V, and a homomorphism 4 : (A V, d) + A ,,,~(S), inducing an isomorphism in 
the cohomology; here A,>,,(S) denotes the algebra of Sullivan-DeRham polyno- 
mial forms on S [23, Section 71. Similarly, S is said to be coquadratic [14, 
Definition 2.71, if there exists a free differential graded algebra (TW, 8) with 
6(W) C W @ W and a homomorphism I+!J : (TW, S)- C*(S; Q), inducing an iso- 
morphism on the cohomology level; here C*(S; Q) denotes the differential 
graded (associative but noncommutative) algebra of rational singular cochains of 
S. It is well known that the natural obstructions to coformality are elements 
@‘,:, E H&L; L), II 2 3, see [4, Annexe 21 and [15, Introduction]. Similarly, the 
obstructions to coquadraticity are elements Y,, E Hoch(OEl L; % L), n 2 3, and, 
moreover, /(@‘,,) = g,‘,, [14, Proposition 2.8 and the comments following Theorem 
2.91. We thus have proved the following theorem, as promised in [14]. 
Theorem. A simply connected topological space is coformal if and only if it is 
coquadratic. Cl 
Indeed, it is easily seen that a coformal space is coquadratic. The opposite 
implication is an easy consequence of r(@,l) = Y,! and the fact that 1 is a 
monomorphism. 
1. Shuffles, A(m)-algebras, A(m)-(bi)modules, etc. 
1.1. All objects are assumed to be defined over a fixed ground field k of 
characteristic zero, although the assumption char(k) = 0 is not really necessary in 
all statements and proofs below. 
For graded objects we will usually omit the *. If it is necessary to indicate the 
grading explicitly, the corresponding symbol (star or index) will be sometimes 
written as a superscript, sometimes as a subscript, in accord with the usual 
conventions. 
Denote by Vect the category of graded k-vector spaces, by Hom&,,(V, W) we 
denote the set of linear homogeneous maps f : V+ W of degree p. For V E Vect 
let TV (resp. JV) be the suspension (resp. the desuspension) of V, i.e. the graded 
vector space defined by (TV),, = V,,_, (resp. (IV),, = V,],,). By #V we denote the 
dual of V, i.e. the graded vector space defined by (#V), = HomiL,(V, k). Let V 
denote the graded vector space defined by t$ = Vm,,. Finally, let 8” V stand for 
k, if m = 0, and for V 8. . . ‘$3 V (m-times), if m > 0; let (8’“’ V= e,,,,,,, @’ V 
and T(V) = @,do @’ V. 
As to graded objects in general, we will systematically use the following sign 
convention (called in [18, pp. 2-31 the Koszul sign convention): commuting two 
‘things’ of degrees p and q, respectively, we multiply the sign by (-1)““. The fact 
that an object N is of degree /> will bc expressed as dcg(u) = p or simply 11,) = 11. 
The degree and sign conventions used in our definitions of A(m)-algebras, 
shuffles. resolutions, etc. are commented in 3.6. 
1.2. Let X be a graded k-module. For s,. , x,~ E A’ and ;I permutation u E S,, 
detine the number F(U: _v,. .x,,) (the Koszul sign) by the equality 
_t-, A . . A x,, ~ F(CJi x . , _v,j ) .Y 
I, 
I, , ) A A x,, I(,>, 
which has to be satisticd in the free graded commutative algebra A (_Y,. . I,, ) OII 
graded indctcrminates x,. .x,) (24. 0.?(1 I)]. Also. let 
,y( CJ) = ,y( fJ: .\- ,. A,,) = sgn(tr). r-.(rr;.\‘,. .A,,) 
.\i,, / (t-, . . x,, ) = x ,y( tr)a,, I, , , c3 $3 xc, I,,, , 
where the sumtnation is taken over all permutations (J E s,, with W( 1 ) < (- 
m(i), cJ( i + 1 ) <:. c. (J(H). SOrllctimeS WC WitI Write .S(_Y,. . .\-) 1 B, , , . _I-,,) 
instead of s ,,,1 _(_i-, . . .I-,,); note that hy definition 
s(.v / . . x,, ) = s,, ,,(x, . . _\‘,! ) = .Y ,,,,, (_I., . , .KfS ) = .\, cs @.Y,, 
1.3. Let us sum up some properties of the shufllcs. The first two of them are well 
known [20]. 
(i ) Associclri\~irv: 
S(J( N, . . (/A 1 h, . . h,) / I’, . . c,,, ) 
-= ,s( (1 ,. . (I,> / .s( h, , . h, 1 c . . c,,, )) 
Due to this property, we can write the multiple shuffle products without purcnthc- 
scs. i.e. use the notation like S(N, , . uk 1 h, . . . , h, I I’, . . c,,, ). etc. 
(ii ) Comrnl~tcltivir?, : 
The following qualities can also he easily Lerificd. 
(iii) Let (0,. . rr,,,)- denote ((I ,,,. . rr,). Then 
{sitr,. , Uk ( h,. , h,))’ = S((I),, , /I,)_ / (rr,. .rr,)’ ), 
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(iv) Let p E S, d mote, for each m 2 1, the permutation which reverses the 
order, i.e. which sends (1, . . . , m) to (m, , 1). Then 
s(x ,‘...‘Xh 1 y I,... ,y,)@w 
=s(x,,..., x/,IY,Y..~Y,d 
+ i (-ly+‘+‘*, . S(X,. . . ,X,-I 1 y,, . . . 1 Y,, w, XI, 9. f . .x,> 
r-2 
+(-l)fiX,.y,~‘..~y,~w~x,~...~xx,, 
where x, = (-l)“‘J”. +~rJ)(~V,l t---+l~,/+/h./)i(~+i+l)(/+l) .x(p;x,,...,x,). 
Also the following equality will be useful in the sequel: 
(v) “’ 2 (W)“‘+‘x(P; a,,,,. . . >~,,J~~~(a,+,,. ,a,, I a,,. ,u,)=O. 
,=I) 
1.4. Let m be a natural number or m. An A(m)-algebra is defined to be a graded 
k-module A together with a set {I*~ 1 15 k 5 m. k <co} of linear maps, 
pn : (8” A-+ A, such that p,.({@’ A},,) C A,,,L_, for each p and 
for all homogeneous uh E A, 15 A 5 n, and n 5 m (see [22, p. 2941, [ 18, 
Definition 3.21 and [9, p. 2311). By a homomorphism of two A(m)-algebras 
A = (A, pI) and A’ = (A’, E.L;) we mean a sequence {f, : @‘A-+ A’ 11-2 I} of 
multilinear maps of degree Y - 1 such that the following condition is satisfied for 
each HZ-~: 
111 I ” ( ,71 II ) 
c c C-1)“. 4f,,(%. . . ? a,,>, . 1 f;p,,_,h, ,‘. . . , a,,)) 
X=l I, i .’ +lk =,, 
mtn(n8.n) ,,-k 
= g c t-1)“. lL+,(u,r.. . ?U,i. &(a,+,, . . ,a*+k), 
h =I) 
uh+h+,‘..‘. a,,) ’ (2) 
where 
.$ = k(lu,l + ... + lu,l) + n + k + kh. 
Such a homomorphism is called strict [ 18, Definition 3.61 if /: =f; = . . . = 0. In 
this case the condition (2) for f‘= f’, has the following simple form: 
An A(m)-algebra A is called unitury, if there exists a linear homogeneous map 
n = n,, : k+ A of degree zero such that 
The element I,, = ‘I( 1,) is then called 21 wit of A. We will assume. similarly as in 
[IX], that a unitary algebra A is automatically augrmwted, i.e. that there exists a 
strict homomorphism F = F,, : A -j k such that F 0 n = id; here we consider k as an 
A(m)-algebra with ~~(rn, !I) = rn II, m.n E k. and pA = 0 for k # 2. A morphism 
{f, 1 k Z- I} of two unitary A(m)-algebras is then required to satisfy, besides (2), 
also 
fl”77=V. FOf; = E. 
t_oJ; =O. f,(id”@n@id’ *~‘)-(I for k 2 2 and 0 5 A 5 k - I 
For such a unitary algebra A let 2 = Ker(c). Then A can easily be shown to be an 
(nonunitary) A(m)-algebra which is called the cmgmentutior~ ideul of A On the 
other hand, for a nonunitary A(m)-algebra H there exists a natural structure of ;I 
unitary A(m)-algebra on B” = B @ k such that q(k) = OG3 k and F(U G3 k) = k; the 
correspondence A H 2 and B H i being one-to-one [IX. Lemmc 3. IO]. 
Denote by A(m) the category of unitary A(rn)-algebras and their strict homo- 
morphisms. An algebra (A, pL) E A(m) will be said to be halunced if pA 0 s,,/, , = 
0 for 2 5 k 5 rn and 1 5 i 5 k - I. WC denote by A(m),, the full subcategory of 
A(m) consisting of balanced algebras. 
1.5. Example. Let (c’. a) be a differential graded algebra, dcg(O) = ~ 1. Putting 
p, = i), p:(x, y) = x. y, pl, = 0 for 2< k 5 m, then (C, pLa) forms an A(m)- 
algebra for any m 22 (compare also [22, p. 294. Proposition 2.21). As s(x 1 y) = 
“@y-((l) ““’ “y @x, the A(m)-algebra (C, F~) is balanced if and only if C is 
commutative (in the graded sense). Clearly (C, I*~) E A(m) if and only if the 
algebra C is unitary and augmented in the usual sense. 
1.6. Example. In [22, p. 2041, where A(m)-algebras were introduced for the first 
time. a slightly different sign convention than that used in formula (1) was 
introduced. Of course. both conventions are equivalent; if (A, WI,) is an A(m)- 
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algebra satisfying the sign convention of (221, then (A, pk) with /_Q = 
(_ q4- 1 )Wrnk) 15 k 5 m, is an A(m)-algebra satisfying our sign convention. 
Especially, if a topological space X admits an A,,,-form [22, p. 2791, then [22, p. 
295, Theorem 2.31 shows that there exists a naturally induced structure of an 
A(m)-algebra (over Z) on the singular complex C,(X), denoted by (C,(X), m,); 
therefore (C,(X), pk) with pk = (-1) k(k-“‘3m11. is an A(m)-algebra in the sense 
used here. 
1.7. Let C = (C, a) be a chain algebra. We will consider it, as in Example 1.5, as 
an A(m)-algebra with I_L, = d and pz = the product. Kadeishvili proved in [9, p. 
2321 the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let (C, a) be a chain algebra such that H(C) is free (this is always the 
case over a field). Then there exists an A(m)-structure {X, / k 2 1) on the graded 
space H(C) having X, = 0 and X?(a, b) = a. 6, together with an A(x)-homo- 
morphism f : (H(C), X,) + (C, I_L, , /.L?, 0. . .) such that f, : H(C) + C is a homol- 
ogy isomorphism. 0 
Notice that the map f, need not be, in general, an algebra homomorphism. 
Nevertheless, the condition (2) gives, for n = 1, df, = 0 which means that f, is a 
homomorphism of differential spaces (H(C), 0) and (C, a). For n = 2 the condi- 
tion (2) gives 
which means that f, is a homotopy multiplicative map of chain algebras (H(C), 0) 
and (C, a), the homotopy being provided by f2. 
The A(x)-algebra (H(C), X,) h w ose existence is guaranteed by the theorem 
above, is called the cohomology A(m)-algebra of C. Note that in the original 
formulation of [9] X,(a, b) = (-1) ‘“‘+‘a . b. This change is due to different sign 
conventions used here. We prove the following theorem: 
1.8. Theorem. Let C be a chain algebra as in 1.7. If it is commutative (in the 
graded sense), then the operations X,, k 2 1, can be constructed so that the 
cohomology A(x)-algebra (H(C), X,) of C is balanced. Moreover, the homo- 
morphism f : (H(C), X,)-(C, p,, p2, 0,. . .) can be constructed so that 
fk OS,.k-r = 0 for k ~2. 15 i 5 k - 1. 
Proof. Recall briefly the proof of [9]. Put X, = 0 and let f, : H(C)+ C be a 
cycle-selection homomorphism. 
Suppose that X, and i have been already constructed for i < n. Then we can 
define the function U,, : (8” H(C) + C by the formula U,, = Uf, + r/f, where 
150 
which involves X, and ,/; for i c; II only. Then U,,(u,. . N,,) can bc shown to be ;I 
cycle arid A’!> is defined as [U,,] E H(C). the homology class of this cycle. Then 
.f; 0 X,) ~ U,, is homologous to zero and f;, is defined to satisfy iJ.f;, = f; 0 X,, -~ U,, 
Let us come back to the proof of our theorem. Suppose that it has been proved 
that 1; and A’( arc zero on decomposablcs of the shuffle product for all i < II and 
prove it for i = 11. FJ-0~11 the construction off;! and X,) as described above it is clear 
that it is enough to show that U,, cs,,, / = 0 for all I 5 i 5 II ~ I We choose such 
an i anti prove this equality. i.c. prove that 
U,,(S((~,.” . (1, / (1, I /. 1 (I,,)) =o. u,. . , (I,, E H(C) (4 
We prove first that the map U,: of (3) vanishes on s(u,, . . (I, 1 N, , , , I(,, ). To 
this cd. notice that. for any 05 I 5 rz. 
where wc have used the abbreviations AC, = (a,, . (l,, ). Bc, = (N(? , , . . (I,), 
C’/, = (u, , . . . (I / *ii ) LlJld I),, = (rr) i-i , , . a,,), the meaning of the abbrevia- 
tions like / Rc, / kin g clear. Then U,l(s(rr , . . N, / N, _, . , N,, )) is equal to 
By our induction assumption on the functions J;, i < II. the expression 
P2(.f;(daACE I C’p ))),.f;, ,cdB<” I qm ” IS zero for (a. /3) f (0. 0). (i, 0), (0. tz ~ i). 
(i. II -- i). therefore (5) reduces to 
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C-1) 
(IA,l+r)(r~+r+l) . PDF,, f,,-,(W) 
+ (_l)“l”“.” +n+i)(l+l)+lB,,I.IC,,~,~+(n tJ)r) 
. P?(L(C,,-,), .t(4,)) 3 
which is easily seen to be zero, observing that B,, = A,, D,, = C,,_, and using the 
commutativity of j+. 
To finish, we must prove also that Uz(s(a,, . , a, 1 a,,,, . . , a,)) = 0. First, 
let a,P,y,G be natural numbers with 0~ CI + p 5 i, 0 5 y + 6 5 n - i and 
let AU=(a,,...,a,), Bg=(a,+,,...,aU+I,), Cnp=(aU+P+,, . . . . a,), Dy= 
(a ,+,r.. .1 q+y). E, = (Q,+~+,, . . . , u~+~+~) and F,, = (a,,,,,,,. . . . , a,,). Then, 
for fixed A and k with A + k 5 n, we can easily prove that 
with 
4 = IC,,I .(IE,I + ID,l> + ID,I. IB,l + (6 + ~)(i + Q + P) + ~$3 
Therefore Ui(s(u,, . . . , a, / u,+, , . . , a,,)) is equal to 
c ,,~_aFDT, (-1)‘“. .L,+,(s(A, 1 Dy>’ xk(s(B, I Es)) 1 
2_;kh,,?l - 
Oih5,,-h ,,5y+S5,r-r 
o+y-A.p+G=k 
G?,, I F,d) 3 
where 
~=k(lA,I+IDyI)+ICn)(il.(lEfiI+lD,l)+ID,I.IBsI 
+ A + n + k + kh + (6 + y)(i + a + p) + yp. 
By our induction assumption X,(s(B, ( E,)) = 0 for p # 0 # 6, hence the sum 
above reduces to 
c c (-1)“. L,+,MA, I D,)> X,(E,)> dc,,, I F,,)) 
+ c c (-1)“. f,,-h+,MAu I D,L X,(Bk), ‘(‘,,h 1 F,(d) 3 
(6) 
where 
an d 
~=k(lA~,I+l~~~~I)+IC~~,,I~(I~,I+I~,I) 
rz + k + k(u + y) + (k + y)(i + a) 
On the other hand. for a fixed y WC have 
(‘1 
The first summation in (6) is of the form 
where the number c‘= +I does not depend on a; this shows. by (7) and the 
induction assumption that it is zero. A similar discussion applies also to the 
second summation in (6) and this completes our verification of formula (4). 0 
1.9. Example. All graded vector spaces in this example will hc tacitly assumed of 
tinite type. For the notation see 1.1 and 1.3. For a graded vector space V we have 
the natural map t : V+ TV; let ‘/‘I den&c @” t : 8” V--t 8” TV. the meaning of 
1” being analogous. Notice that t ” 0 J ‘I = 1 ‘I 0 T ” = (- I )‘I”’ ’ ’ ’ id. 
Let A = (A, pk) hc an A(m)-algebra. Denote J?(A) = (T(J#i), d), where 
i, = i,, + d ) + . + i)!,, is the derivation dcfincd by d, 1, iii = 1’ #& 7. where fik = 
&,i ,\’ -Then deg(;,) = - 1 and (1) easily implies that v ,,, oii’ = 0, where 
rr. ,,1 : T(J#i)+@’ ‘“( J#A) is the natural projection. On the other hand, 
starting from (T(V). d). where the derivation i, = in, + + iI,,, of degree - I 
satisfies P. ,,, oi)’ = 0, it is easy to XC that the object (H. &.). where B = (t#V) ^ 
and ik is. for 1~ kirn_. defined by i, =(-l)“‘i ” ‘t#(dLl,)J,“. is an A(m)- 
algebra. Denoting R = 0 ‘(TV. d), it is not hard to see that 12 and J> ’ arc 
inverse functors. WC have obtained an equivalence of the category of unitary 
A(m)-algebras of finite type and the category whose objects have the form 
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(T(V), a), where 8 = c?, +. . . + dnr is a derivation of degree - 1, v,,, O?I” = 0, and 
whose morphisms are algebra homomorphisms, f : TV- TW with f(V) C W, 
which commute with the differentials. For m = m this is the category of free 
differential graded (chain) algebras and their lineur homomorphisms. 
Suppose that the A(m)-algebra A is balanced and let h(A) = (TV, 8). Then 
a(LV) C LV, where LV denotes the free graded Lie algebra on V [24, 0.4.(1 l)]. 
This is an easy consequence of the fact that the kernel of the natural map 
#J : #TV- # LV, where J : LV+ TV is the natural inclusion, consists of decom- 
posables of the shuffle product_(an easy graded version of [20, Theorem 2.21). 
Thus it makes sense to denote .9(A) = (LV, t31Lv). Similarly, it is easily seen that, 
if a(LV) C LV, then J? -‘(TV, ?I) E A(m),. We have chosen the notation fi and g 
to emphasize the analogy with the functors 6p* and 0 defined in [24, 1.1.(7)] and 
[7, Appendix]. 
1.10. Let A be a unitary A(m)-algebra and M a graded vector space. Denote 
Then the space M together with a set { ~~ : Ji,M + M 1 15 k 5 m} of linear maps, 
deg( peek) = k - 2, is said to be an A-bimodule, if the equality 
,,-I r,ph 
2, ;, (_l)k+h+~h+k(lo,l+...+l~,/) 
~~,,~~+,(~,~...,~,,CL/,(~A+,.....~,+,).~,+,,,~...~~,,)=O 
(8) 
(formally the same as (1)) is satisfied for all n 5 m and (a,, . . . , a,,) E Jy4.M, and if 
p?(id@n) = kz(n@id) = id, 
pr(idA@n@idkmA-’ )=0 for35k<mandO5h4k-1. (9) 
Notice that for the homogeneity of our notation we denote by the same symbol 
both the ‘multiplication’ in A and the operations on M. Let M = (M, pk) and 
M’ = (M’, pk) be two A-bimodules. By a morphism of M and M’ of degree p we 
mean here a linear map f : M + M’ of degree p satisfying for all homogeneous 
a,,...,a,_,,a,+ I,.. ., u,,EA, mEM, with lsjsn, nsm: 
f(~.n(u,,...,u,~,.m,u,+,,...,u,,)) 
= (-1) Pn+P(l”,l+---+ln,~,l) .~:,(a,,...,~,-,,f(m),a,+,,...,a,,). 
The set of all homomorphisms of degree p will be denoted Hom&rOd(M, M’). 
The category of A-bimodules and their homomorphisms of ciegree zero will be 
denoted by A-biMod. Denote also by A-biMod, the full subcategory of A-biMod 
of all bufancea’ bimodules, i.e. bimodules (M, pI) satisfying 
&,(.$(I, 1. , 10, I N,, , , 1 a,))) = 0 (10) 
for all I 5 II 5 m. I 5 j i n - I and (u,, . N,,) E ./I’,,,, [. 
1.11. Example. Let A be a (graded) algebra. We can relate with A the category 
Mod/I-.,, of A-bimodules in the traditional sense [ 11, V.31. On the other hand, we 
can consider our algebra A as an A(x)-algebra (Example 1.5) and take the 
category A-biMod of A-bimodules in the sense of I. 10. Any element M E Mod,,,_,,I 
can be considered as an element (M. plr)E A-biMod with ~,(u. m) = am, 
pu,(m, 6) = mb for u.b E A and m E M, and pLl, = 0 for k # 2. This correspond- 
ence identifies the category Mod,q ,1 with a full subcategory of A-biMod. the 
inclusion being strict in general. We hope that it will be always clear from the 
context whether. for an algebra A, by an A-bimodule we mean an element of 
Mod ./, _ .I or an element of A-hiMod. 
For a category 9 and an object A of 9 denote by 9/A the category of objects 
of 5’ over A. The following lemma shows that A-biMod (resp. A-biMod,,) arc 
appropriate coefficient categories for our cohomology theories. 
1.12. Proposition. Let A be an A(m)-algebra. Then the category A-biMod is 
eql/ivulent with the category (A(m) IA);,,, of‘ A beliun group objects in the cutegory 
A(m) /A. Similarly, A-biMod,, is eqllivalent with the category (A(m),31A),i,,. 
Proof. Recall first some definitions. Let ‘J’ be a category with finite products and a 
terminal object T (this is the cast of A(m)/A). Following the definitions of [12. p. 
751. an abelian group object in 9 is an object X E Ob(9 ) together with three 
maps p : X x X-t X, [ : T+ X and L : X+X such that: 
(1) p has the standard commutativity and associativity properties. 
(2) the diagrams 
xxx&x xxx&x 
where t,y : X* T is the unique map (notice that (id,., t,y) and (Iv, id,Y) are 
actually isomorphisms). are commutative and also 
(3) the diagrams 
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are commutative. 
Let 9,, be the category whose objects are abelian group objects (X, F, 5, 1) in 
9 as above and the horn-set Hom,,,,i,((X. p, [, L), (X’, /.L.‘, <‘, L’)) is the set of all 
f E Hom,(X. X’) for which ~‘(f x f) = fa p, {’ = fo 5 and L’o~‘ = fo 1. Notice 
that if 9 has a zero object (i.e. an object which is both terminal and initial), the 
definition of !ZJna,, can be reduced to the form as it is given for example in [8, p. 581. 
This is, however, not the case of A(m)/A, this category has both an initial object 
(given by the augmentation F : k+ A) and terminal object (given by the identity 
id, : A -+ A) but these objects, for k # A, do not coincide. 
Let us begin our discussion of the case 9 = A(m) IA. As we have already 
observed, the identity map id A : A+ A is the terminal object of this category. 
LetX=(B& A) be an abelian group object in A(m) /A and let I_L, 5 and L be as 
above. The very existence of i immediately implies the existence of some 
s : A+ B (morphism in A(m)) such that the diagram 
is commutative, i.e. (Y 0s = id,. In other words, cy is a spitting epimorphism. the 
splitting being a part of the structure. 
We show that both p and L are entirely determined by the splitting s. First, 
notice that X x X is given by the pullback E”- A, with E = {(b, b’)~ 
B CD B 1 a(b) = a(b’)} and ii(b, 6’) = a(b). Suppose that p : X x X+ X is repre- 
sented by a map M : E-+ B for which, of course, the diagram 
.M 
E-B 
commutes, i.e. aM(b, b’) = a(b), for (b, b’) E E. In our setting, it is not hard to 
rewrite the second condition as 
M(sa(b), b) = M(b, m(b)) = b (11) 
I Xl M. Mrrrk I 
Let (h. h’) E E. Using the vector-space structure of E. WC have the following 
equation in E: 
(b. b’) = (b ~ .rw(b) + m(b), b’ - sa(b’) + SU(b’)) 
= (m(b), m(b)) + (b - m(b). 0) + (0. b’ ~ m(b)) , 
consequently 
M(b, b’) = M(su(b). m(b)) + M(0, b’ - m(b)) + M(b - m(b), 0). 
Writing in (11) sa(b) instead of b (and invoking as = id) we get that 
M(scr(b). m(b)) = sa(h). Similarly, noticing that a(b - sa(b)) = 0. (11) gives, for 
b - sa(b) in place of b. M(b - sa(b). 0) = b - m(b) and, similarly. M(0, b’ - 
m(b)) = b’ ~ sa(b). Thus the identities above give 
M(b. b’) = b + b’ ~ m(A) (= b + h’ ~ .su(b’)) ( 12) 
By exactly the same method WC can prove also that L : X+ X is given by 
Z : B+ B defined as 
Z(b) = ‘.scu(b) ~ b (13) 
On the other hand, given a splitting s. it is easy to verify that (12) and (13) define 
an abelian group structure on X = (BA A). Now it is clear that the category 
(A(m) IA),,,, can be described as the category whose objects are triples (B, a, s). 
where BE A(m). LY E Hom,,,,,,(B, A) and s E Hom,,,,,,(A. B) are maps with 
a 0.~ = id,, The morphism from (B, Q, .F) to (B’. a’, s’) is then a map SE 
Horn ,4(,,,,(B, B’) such that a’f= CY and fs = s’. 
Put F(B, CY. s) = Kcr(a) and define on Ker(Ly) the structure of an A-bimodule 
bY 
PA(Q , 1 , (1, ,. x. u ,, ,. ,(ih) 
=J+(s(u,) . . . . . 0, ,),X,S(M,+,) . . . . . . V(U,)), 
where v,_ are, for 1 5 k i rn. the structure maps of B, u,, . N, , . N, +, . . oI, E 
A and x E Ker(a). This clearly defines ;I functor F : (A(m) /A),,,- A-biMod. 
On the other hand, let A4 E A-biMod and define on A @ M the structure of an 
A( m)-algebra by 
= I_Lh(“,. . , a,)@ c t-Q(N,. ,N, ,. x,, “,+ ,, .UL) 
1. ,. h 
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forlsksm,a ,,..., a,EAandx ,,..., x,EM.LetG(M)=(A$M,~,,s,), 
where A Q3 M has the A(m)-structure as above, ~T~(u, x) = a and ~~(a) = (a, 0) for 
a E A and x E M. This clearly defines a functor G : A-biMod+ (A(m)lA).,. 
It is immediate to see that FG is the identity functor. On the other hand, for 
(B, a, s) E (A(m) IA),,,, we have GF(B, a, s) = (A@Ker(cr), TV, sA) and the map 
M + A @ Ker(a) given by b H (a(b), b - sa(b)) clearly defines a natural equiva- 
lence of GF and the identity functor. This finishes the proof. The argument for 
balanced categories is the same. 0 
Now we give an alternative description of the category A-biMod,. By a left 
A-module we mean a graded vector space M together with a set 
{~~:@‘~‘A@IM+MIl5k5m} of 1’ mear maps, deg( /_Q.) = k - 2, satisfying 
(8)forall(a,,...,u,)~@‘)~’ A @ M, 1~ n 5 m, and satisfying also the evident 
version of (9). By a morphism of degree p of two left A-modules (M, /-Q) and 
(M’, pk) we mean a homogeneous linear map f : M+ M’ of degree p satisfying 
f(p,,(u,, . . . , a,-,, m>> = (-1) P~~+P(lrrll+“~+lo~~l~)~~,(~,, . . , a,,_ f(m)) 
for all homogeneous u,~...~u,_,~mE~“~‘A~M, lsnzm. The cate- 
gory of left A-modules and their homomorphisms of degree zero will be denoted 
A-leftMod. 
1.13 Proposition. Suppose that the A(m)-algebra A is balanced. Then the 
categories A-biMod, and A-leftMod are equivalent. 
Proof. We will construct inverse functors G : A-biMod,+ A-leftMod and F : A- 
leftMod-+ A-biMod,. For (M, pk) E A-biMod,, let G(M, /-Q) = (M, uk), where 
uk is simply the restriction pklBk_, ABM, 1 I k 5 m. This clearly defines a functor 
G : A-biMod, + A-leftMod. 
On the other hand, let (M, IQ) E A-leftMod. For 15 k 5 m, 15; 5 k, 
u,,...,u,-,,u, +,,...,u~EA andmEMdefine 
Pk(u,, . . ,a,_,, m, 'j+l,. . . ,a,> 
= *(p; u,+,, . . . ) uk). (_l)l~~l.(l~,+II+...+I~1.l) 
‘~~(S(u,,...,“j_~Iu,,u,~,,...,uj+~>,m) (14) 
(for the notation see 1.3). It can be easily verified that the above formula defines 
a functor F : A-leftMod+ A-biMod,. The fact that Go F = id is clear. Using 
1.3(iv) and the commutativity 1.3(ii) of the shuffles, we see immediately that in 
the balanced bimodule (M, pk) the following condition is always satisfied: 
/+(a,, .a,-,, m, u,, ,. .Uh) 
=x(p; u,,,. . ,a,).(_l)‘l”,,,l+~~ +l~Jil)(la,l- +) ,l+l4)+(,+~H/+lI 
./-Q(.S(Uh . ...> u,Ju I....% (4, ,),m) 
= *(/); N,_,, ,uh). (_l)l”” (I~~!. Il+---+l~lilJ 
Fh(.S(Li,, , “,_, I (IA. U&j.. . , U,’ ,), m) (15) 
Comparing it with the equation (14) defining the functor F we SW also that 
FoG=id. 0 
The above theorem clearly generalizes the following well-known simple obser- 
vation. Let A be a graded commutative algebra. Then the category of left 
(graded) A-modules is equivalent with the full subcategory of the category of 
A-bimodulcs consisting of bimodules satisfying a . m = (p 1 )‘“I ““‘WI . a for each 
a E A and WI E M. 
1.14. Let now 0 : A-biMod-Vect to the ‘underlying’ functor. It has, as does 
every algebraic functor by [IO. p. 8701, a left adjoint F : Vect+ A-biMod. For a 
graded vector space V it is then natural to call F(V) the frcr A&module on V. It 
comes together with an adjunction unit P : V + FV and it is characterized by an 
obvious universal property. An explicit description of FV ci111 be obtained as 
follows. Take k’,,V= V and let 
For a ,..... a,_,.~ ,,,..... U,EA and mEF,V write ~~(u ,,..., LZ,_,,~, 
a,)=u,~...~u,~,~mmu,+,~...~~u,EF~+,V. Then FV is fi= 
&,‘~:,iF’b factored subject to the relations (8) and (9) and F is defined as the 
compos’ition V= F,,V + 69, _(, F,V “rnJccf’o” - FV. The map F can be easily shown to 
be an injection and we will identify elements of V and their images under the map 
F. 
1.15. Lemma. Let V be a grudrd space and let M = (M, F~) E A-biMod. Then for 
at7y homogeneous linear mup J‘ : V + M of graded vector spaces oj’ degree p there 
exisfs N unique 4 E Horn:; _,,, Mod(FV, M) with 40 F = ,f’. 
Proof. Put $I,, = ,f and suppose we have already defined & on F,V for i 5 cl. The 
formula 
&&(a I,..., u, ,.W1,rn,+ ,,..., a,) 
=(-I) /“tOl’+ +‘i II’+“‘. ~~(a,, . . . ,u, ,, 6(m). u,,,, .a,) 
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then defines 6 on iq+,V and this process gives rise to a map 4 : fi+ M. This 
map clearly factors through the projection n/+ Fv to give the requisite 4. The 
uniqueness is a consequence of the clear fact that FI/ is generated by V as an 
A(m)-bimodule. 0 
Similarly, we define the notion of the free balanced A-bimodule on a graded 
vector space V, denoted by FBV. The adjunction unit F~ : V-+ F,V determines a 
canonical epimorphism n : FL+ FBV. Clearly F,V can be thought of as I+’ 
factored by the relations (10). This has the following consequence: 
1.16 Lemma. Let f : lV+ F'V be a homomorphism of degree p. Then there exists 
a unique homomorphism f, : F,V--, FBV such that f, 0 v = 7~ 0 f. 
The next statement is merely an observation. 
1.17. Observation. For a graded space V and M E A-biMod, the map 
rr : FV-+ FBV induces, for any p, an isomorphism 
7~’ : Hom~_blM,,dB(FBV, M) g Hom;.,i,,,(l+‘, M) . 0 
2. Cohomology theory of A(m)-algebras 
From now on, all A(m)-algebras will be tacitly assumed to be unitary and 
augmented (see 1.4). For such an algebra A = (A, pLX), the augmentation ideal 
will be denoted A = (A, &). 
2.1. For an A(m)-algebra A let S”(A) be, for n 2 0, the free A-bimodule (see 
1.14) on the space A @... E3 2 (n-times) graded by deg([u,, . . , a,,]) = 
c y=, deg(a,) + n - 1, here we denote as usually in this context, a, $3. . . @ a,, by 
[a,,..., a,,]. For 1 5 k 5 n + 1 define the linear map a”, : Bn A-+ %“‘~‘+‘(A) of 
degree -1 by 
&([a,, .. . 3 a,l> 
k-l 
=-c (-1) (n+k)(la,l+.-.+lahl+h) 
A=,, 
. pk(a ,,... ,a,,[a,+,,.. ~ah+,r~k+llr~A+,r~~k+~l...la,,)7 
for k> n + 1 put ai =O. For 15 k 5 n define also the linear map 
a: : (8” A-+ 93”-k+‘(A) of degree -1 by 
160 M. M(Irltl 
for k > II put a: = 0. Notice that rl’j’ ‘([a,, , a,,]) may be nonzero while 
a;+‘([a,, . . , a,,]) is always trivial be definition. By Lemma 1.15 these maps 
induce unique homomorphisms (denoted by the same symbol). 
a;,j; : s”(A)+ 8” -L+’ (A) of A-bimodules of degree - 1. Finally, let i), = 
c;“, a;;, a, = c;“_, . dt and a = a, + a,. Then i) is an endomorphism of the 
A-bimodule %‘,,,,,(A) := @,,l,l-_,,r %“‘(A) of degree - 1. It can be easily verified, 
using the ‘associativity’ relation (1) that ijoi~ = 0. 
2.2. For an A-bimodule M define 
C[:,,,(A; W = HomA’I,,:,~,,,(~,,,,,(A), W . 
The formula 6 = -Horn rl ,,IMc,d(i), M) then defines a differential of degree t 
CfT,,,(A, M) (one has Sf= (-l)“fS forfE C{:,,,(A. M)) and the cohomofogy 
with coefficients in M is defined as 
H;;‘,,,(A; M) = H(C;::,,,(A; M), 6) 
1 on 
of A 
(for our degree and sign conventions see 3.6). Properties of free bimodules give 
rise to the natural identification 
Under this identification, the differential 6 takes the form 
Sf(u,.. ,fZ,,) 
=$ g-1) ~(lo,l+~~~+INAlfA, ‘,‘+A +,,+A 
.f(a I...., UA. pk(N,+ I,... .u,,,),u,_,+ I..... N,,) 
11-I r: I 
_ kT, A;, (-l)‘“-” ‘I’)(l(‘II i -.+loA~)+,J(k I ,)+l,l+h,A 
./.q(U I,..., U*.f(U,+ I,..., I?,,,, ,+,), 
a h+,l r*,,...,U,s) 
forfEC[:,,,(A; M) and u ,...., u,,ETA, lsnsrn. 
(16) 
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2.3. Let 93B”(A) be, for n 20, the balanced free A-bimodule on @” A with the 
same degree convention as in 2.1. By Lemma 1.16 the differential 3 defines a 
differential +3 on 91’l?,,~,(A) = @Ol,tsV, %B”(A). Notice that, by Observation 
1.17, for a balanced A-bimodule M, 
and the differential -Horn..,,,,, .( Ba, M) clearly coincides with 6 defined above. 
Therefore, for such a bimodule the cohomology H,,,,(A; M) can be computed 
with the aid of the complex (933B,,,,(A), H~). This complex will play an important 
role in our cohomology theory for balanced algebras. 
The shuffles s~.~_, : 8” A + @ A d m uce, for OS i % n, n >O, the linear maps 
(denoted by the same symbol) s,,,,_, : %“(A)+ %“(A) and s ,,,, ~, : %IB’*(A)+ 
BB’*(A). 
2.4. Lemma. Lets,, = c:‘=,, s~,~_; and s = $,s,r5m s,,. Then, for any k, 1~ k i m, 
provided A is balanced. 
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to verify the equality only on ‘generators’ 
[a,, , a,,], 15 n 5 m. As s maps a generator into a linear combination of 
generators and as ?I, and Ba, agree on these generators, it is enough to verify our 
equality only for a,. Using elementary combinatorial arguments we get 
$s([a,, . . . , a,]> 
= ,,L,, Gj.,, --,([a, T . . . 3 a,,l> 
~k(s(a,+,,...,a,,Ia,+,,...,a,)), 
s(ap+,, . . . , 
where 
0 = (la,+,1 +~~~+la,I)(la,+,l+~~~+la,O 
+(lap+,l +...+ 14)(la6+11 +-..+ la+l) 
+k(la,l+...+la,I+(a,+,l+...+(a,(+a+i+6) 
+cx+i+a+n+k+(i+S)(a+i). 
AS our algebra A is supposed to be balanced, the term 
/J*/, (s(a,, +, . . up I (l,y + , . . a,)) and hence all the summation can be nonzero 
only if a = p or 6 = (b. Therefore our sum can be reduced to 
where 
5=(lq.,/+“~+ l~;,.rl)(l~,,8,l+“~+ k,l) 
+k(la,l+“‘+/rr,“)+lrr,+,J+“.+/a,Ii cY+i+Fi) 
+ a + i + 6 + II + k + (i + 6 + k)(u + i) 
and 
rl=(b,+,l+-. + I%l)(l%-,I + ‘.. + ICI) 
+ k(lu,(+...+ jack/+ l~~.,/+...+/a,~I+ ff + it-6) 
+ a + i + 6 + II + k + (i + S)(u + i) 
On the other hand, it is easily seen that 
s 
L/l h~,1U,..“.(~,,,~h(Uh /I.,... (IA+h),N*+h+ I..... ll,,] 
= (-l)“[s(u,.. .N, / at, ,.. .(I*), &(OA_ ,.. .aA_A), 
I,-_,. ,i h 
o- r--n 
0. ,. I 
.s(u,+ ,. . . (1, ) Ll*+h +,, . N,,)] 
+ c (-l)“‘[S(N ,‘...‘f~,IU,, I”“. N,).ph(N,,+ I..... LIAih). 
o-n-,, h 
A h. i. II 
I’ ,-_ li 
S(ll, +A+, . . . , a, I u ,.,‘. .(1,,,], 
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n'=(laj+]l +..‘+ la~l>(la~+~I + “‘+ l’h+kl+ k, 
+ k(la,( + ... +la,l+~)+(j+i)(h+i+l)+A+n+k 
and 
4 = (b,+,I + ... + b,l)(l~~+,l+ ... + 1% + k) 
+ k(lu,l +-.. +(a,l+A)+(;+i)(A+k+i+l)+A+n+k. 
Using the substitution j = cy, A = 6 in the first summand and the substitution 
j = 6. A = (Y in the second summand, one can easily verify that the last formula 
coincides with the formula for ?J: 0s above. 0 
2.5. Lemma. For any k. 15 k 5 m, 
Proof. We have 
= (,zs,, (-1)“. ds(Cp I KY>’ W,,, 1 '%,.,)I~ s(H,r 1 D,)) 3 
y+y+r+s=k-I 
( 7) 
where 
I-= (n + k>(lC,,l + I&/l +P + 4) + (IF,,,I + Ifw I‘%/I 
+ (G,q,sI . IH,,( + (i + p)q + (i + q + n + S)Y 
and where we, as in the proof of Theorem 1.8, simplify our notation by putting 
C,,=@ ,‘.‘4z,>, 6, = (a,+,, . . . 1 Qr+y)> F,,,r = (a,,+,, . . . 3 a,-,), Gq, = 
(a r+q+l”“> a,,_,), H,, = (a,_,+,, ,a,) and D, = (a,,_,,,, . . . ,a,,). The substi- 
tution a = p, y = s, 6 + j = i, j = r and p - j = q gives 
B&(b, 3 . 1 %,I> 
zx c (WY 
a+P+y:k-I 
O~,~p.u5fi~,,-y-_P 
. pkcscAu I Wjpa), [s(Xm, I Yupy)l, s(Z,, I B-y)) > 
1 64 
where 
3 = (fl + WC + w/pal + OJ + P +i) + W<,<Sl + lz,s/)w/~isl 
+ / Yc,pyl. IZ,,) + (6 +j + a)(P + j> + (6 + B + Y + n)j. 
and where Acf=(u,, . . . . ucl), W,ss=(a,+ ,+,,..., usla), Xrr8=(~,r+ ,,.... a&), 
Y rrfiv =(u,+~ ,,.... ,u,~ ,),Z,s=(a,.,, . . . . ~;,,,)andB,=(r~,,_~ ,,,..., u,,).We 
will show that the terms with p > 0 give no contribution to the sum in (IX). 
Suppose for a moment that we have proved it. Then (IX) gives 
. ,+(ft,. . . a,?, [$(a(,, + ,, . (1,~ I fi,j + ,. . a,, ~,)I . 
which is exactly the formula for s 0 ,I;~:J[u,, . , u,,]). The lemma is thus proved. 
It remains to show that, having fixed (Y, y. 6 and p >O. the sum 
2 C-1)“. /-‘/,(s(A Iw,). [4X ) Y)], s(Z, I B)) , (20) 
,I:,- fi 
where we write A = A,r. W, = W,I-la, X = Xcfa. Y = Yc+v. Z, = Z,,j and B = By. is 
zero. Note that x( p; x,, . ,x,,) = ,y( p; x,,(, ,, . ,x ,,,,,,) for any permutation O-. 
Notice also that x(p; Z,, B) = (-l)‘rl’-“r’tY’.~(~; Z,).x(p: B). Let g= 
(a,,,... ,a,, ,+,> and 2, =(a,,,.. ,u,~+, ). These remarks together with 1.3(i). 
1.3(iii) and (15) give 
/-QMA I W,L 14X / VI. QZ, 1 B)) 
=(-I) 
(~N~+~/J,,).(~.Y~+~YIt~r+~+yi,r+I~il/,l-~A/+,y 
,Y(P; Z,,. ,Y(P; B). ~h(s(A 1 W, 1 g 1 $, I.s(x’I VI). 
while 
F/,MA 1 W, I z / $3 14X 1 Y)l) 
= (_ pI+I+lY. P~(s(A I W, 15, 1&. 14X 1 VI) 
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due to the commutativity of the shuffle 1.3(ii). Using these equalities, the sum in 
(20) is equal to 
c C.x(p; Z,).(-l)‘z~“‘w~‘+‘a. pk(s(A 1 w, 15, 1 g), [s(X( Y)]), 
crs,5p 
where C = +1 and this value does not depend on j. On the other hand, the 
equality 1.3(v) says that, for p > 0, 
Clearly x(p; W,) = (-l)iw~~~~zJ+~+pl . X(P; W,, Z,>. X(P; Z,>, where X(P; W,, Z,) 
does not depend on j. The last equality then gives 
where C’ = ?l again does not depend on j. We see that the sum in (20) is zero for 
p > 0 which completes our proof. Cl 
For a graded k-module X the formula 
where the sign X((T) was introduced in 1.2, defines an action of the symmetric 
group S, on 8” X. This observation enables us to consider s, := c:‘=,, s,,,, _, as an 
element of Q(S,) and we may try to construct a Hodge-type decomposition 
similarly as it was done in [5, Section l] for Hochschild cohomology of commuta- 
tive algebras. We have, for II 2 1, the elements e,,(l), . . , e,,(n) E Q(s,,) which 
are polynomials in s, (given by [5, formula (2), p. 2331) such that 
e,,( 1) + . . . + e,,(n) = id , 
e,,(j)‘=e,(j), lijsn, 
e,!(i)e,(j) = 0, i #j . 
For an A(m)-algebra A we get (putting X= A) an action of Q(S,,) on @‘* A 
which in turn gives the actions of Q(S,,) on %“(A) and %‘B”(A). For any j 2 1 
define the endomorphism e(j) of %‘B,,,,,(A) = @,,5,r_m %OB”(A) by 
e(i)(x) = 
e,(j)(x) for x E %?B”(A) and j 5 II , 
o otherwise , 
and put 
~(O)(S) = 
.\- for s E YM”( A) . 
0 otherwise 
We clearly have e(j)’ = c( j). c(i) 0 e(j) = 0 for i # j and c(O)(s) + C( 1 )(s) + . = 
x (finite sum) for any x E &B,,,,,(A). In the following corollary s = @,. ,,. ,,i .s,,. 
,j iJ 0 .Y = s 0 ,( iJ 1111 tl ,,iJo e( j) = c(j) 0 ,,iJ . 
Proof. The first equation follows immediately from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. For 
,I d h = ,( d> + ,I (3; WC have (again from Lemmas 7.4 and 2.5) ,,;I’ us,, = 
.Y ,i Ail 0 ,li)i(.w) for x E .dR”‘( A) which enables us to prove by exactly the same 
method as in the proof of [5, Theorem 1 .3(ii)l that ,{dx oe,,( j)(s) = 
(1 ,i ,, , ( j)o ,+d/‘(.u). This easily gives the second equation of our corollary. D 
2.7. Proposition. Let M he N halutzcrd hirrzodrrle over cz halatzceri A(m) - 
mlgehru A. ikfitzc~ tlzc c~ticlot~zolphistns 3 utzti’ I‘(;) oj C’,,,,,(A; M)= 
Horn .,I,,~,:,,,,(.~nH,,,I,(A), Ml 10 hr the dzral.s to the ttzc(ps s otzri c( j) dcfitzd ahow. 
Thetz S~~=~~ci, 6oc(j)=c(j)0f, c(j)‘=c(j) and c(i)oc(j)=O Jbr i#j, 
Morro\vr. C’,,,,,(A: M) = IE,, C‘,,,,,(A: M)/G,,(A; M) \%‘itlz (;,,(A: M) := (.f’~ 
C’,,,,,(A; M) 1 c(i)( .f) = 0 for i 5 tz}. Lltltl c(O)( .f’) + + c(tz)( f’) = .I’ tr1orl1rlo 
G,, (A : M ) ,fbr rrll tz 1) 0 rttrti .f’ E C’,,,, ,( A : M). 
Proof. All statements of the proposition easily follows from the definitions, 
properties of c,,( j)‘s and Corollary 3.6. Li 
2.8. WC can now introduce an analog of a Hedge-type decomposition for our 
cohomology of A(nl)-algebras. Put 
C‘,‘t,,((A; M) = c( j)(C;i,,,(A; M)). jr0. 
It immediately follows from Proposition 2.7 that C’;i:,;I(A: M) is. for each j 2 0. a 
6-stable suhspacc of <‘(:,,,(A; M) and that the maps c(j) : c’I,,,(A; M)+ 
<‘,:,;:(A: M) ‘n I I c uc(: an identilication 
C’,“;,,,(A: M) = fl c‘;::,;;(A: M) 
i (1 
HCK C’,‘j:,;:( A; M) will be of a special importance for us and we introduce the 
notation C’H,.‘il,,( A; M) := c‘(i:,;!,(A: M) (again R from balanced). 
Having in mind future applications, we give the following alternative descrip- 
tion of Cf?z,,,(A; M). First, define, for each q 2 2, the graded subspace Sh”(A) C 
%B”(A) by Sh”(A) =@,_,_-, Im(s,,,-,) and let Sh(A) = @+,_ _,,, Sh’(A) C 
%OB,,,,,(A). It is not hard to show that na(Sh(A)) C Sh(A), which implies that ,]a 
induces on %BB,,,,,(A)/Sh(A) a differential (denoted again by ,(a). It easily follows 
from the general properties on the projections c(j) (similarly as in the case of 
commutative algebras discussed in [5.6]) that 
Cs::,,,(A; M) = Hom,/;,T~,,,,(~3B,,,,,(A)iSh(A), M) 
and that the restriction of 6 on CRz,,,(A; M) C Cc,,,(A; M) coincide with the 
differential 6,$ induced by ,]i). Moreover, the inclusion CBc,,,(A; M)+ 
Ci!;,,,(A; M) is dual to the canonical projection %‘R(,,,,(A)+ SOB,,,,,(A) /Sh(A). 
Put 
where 6”’ denotes the restriction of the differential 6 on Cc,;:(A; M). Again, 
Hc,;t(A; M) will play an important r6lc and we denote it by 
HB;,,,(A; M) = H”(CB;,,,(A; M), 8,) 
and call it the halancrd cohomology of A with coefficients in M. Denote also by 
Zl”:(A; M) : HB(;,,,(A; M)+ H;,JA; M) th e map induced by the inclusion 
CB;,,,(A; M) G C;,,, (A; M). Summing up the results above, we may formulate 
the central result of the paper. 
2.9. Theorem. Suppose that A is a balanced A(m)-algebru and M a balanced 
A-bimodule. Then there exists a natural decomposition 
H;;,,,(A; M) = n H;“,,;j(A; M) 
ILO 
such that the natural transformation II*(A; M) coincides with the map 
HB;:,,,(A: M) = H;:,;;(A, M) 9 n H;,;;(A; M) = H;;,,,(A; M) . 
, -0 
Consequently. the map ZI”(A; M) is a monomorphism. 0 
2.10. Since the differential ?I is not homogeneous with respect to the ‘simplicial’ 
degree q in :@(,,,,(A) = @(,r_c,l,,, &“(A), the simplicial degree does not induce a 
grading of the cohomology. Nevertheless, we can use it to define a filtration. 
Put F,C,,,,,(A; M) = {f E C,,,,,(A; M) 1 fl,nc,l(,,j = 0 for q 5 i}. Then plainly 
aF,Cc,,,,,(A; M) C V,,,,,(A; M), F-&,,(A; M) = C,,,,,(A; M), n, WL,,(A; M) 
I 6X M. Mtrrhl 
=O and F,C,,,,,(A; M) = 0 for i 2 m. In a similar way wc can obtain also a 
filtration F,CB,,,,,(A; M) of CB,,,,,(A; M) having the analogous properties. It is 
also easy to show, using (16), that the map p : C,,,,,(A; M)+ F,,C,,,,,(A; M), 
given by p(f)1 Am/ =fl.n~i(A, for 1 5 q 5 m and p( f)\,A,,(,.,j = 0, commutes with the 
differential and splits the inclusion F,,C,,,,,(A; M) + C,,,,,(A; M). provided M is 
balanced. The similar result holds also for CB,,,,,(A; M). 
The filtrations above induct the filtrations on N,,,,,(A; M) and HH,,,,,(A; M). 
respectively. The splitting constructed above then shows that, for a balanced 
A-bimodulc M. F,,Hc ,,,, (A; M) S WP;,C ,,,, (A: M)> 6). similarly for 
Hf?,,,,,(A; M). Moreover, the constructions of 2.X arc clearly compatible with our 
filtrations. therefore the inclusion C’B,,,,,(A; M) Q C’,,,?,(A; M) induces. for each i, 
u nronor72ori~hisrrl 
116 : H(F,C’&,,,,(A; M), S,,)+ N(F,(‘,,,,,(A; M). 6). 
3. Examples and applications 
3.1. Cohomology of algebras. Let A be an (augmented) algebra and M a (graded) 
bimodule over A. Then A can be considered as an A(x)-algebra (Example 1.5) 
and also M can be converted into an clement of A-biMod taking pk = 0, k # 2. 
and p2(u, m) = U. m. p?(m, b) = m. b for a,h E A and tn E M (Example 1.11). 
Denote C;‘,T(A; M) = Hom,“,,:~,,,,(~“(A). M). Then <‘;‘;_:(A: M) can be natur- 
ally identified with a subspace of C::,(A; M); under this identification 
C‘::,(A; M) = II,, .,, C;‘;y(A: M) and sCy;:‘(A: M) C C~;‘7tj’ “+ ‘(A: M). the last in- 
clusion being a consequence of ( 16). 
Let us recall briefly the notion of (two-sided, normalized) bar-resolution 
:8(A, A) of the algebra A; we USC the sign and degree conventions of [ 1 I. 
Chapter X. Section IO]. For II ~0. let .#“(A, A) be the free graded A-bimodule 
on @“A (’ In t K I usual sense. SW the discussion in Example I. 11); the clement 
(I, @ . @3 u,, E @‘I A being graded by deg(a, @ . C3 a,,) = (N, / + . + IN,,\ + II. 
The differential i),,I_,_, is then a map of A-bimodulcs defined by 
il.,, ,,[U,.. ,U,,]=N,[UI., .“,,I+(-l)~‘“[N,.. .(I,) ,]U,, 
II- I 
where e, =la,l+...+la,/+i and [a,,....~,,] is an abbreviation for u,@ 
. . @a,, E (8” A. Let C’,‘;(:,,(A; M) = Horn:,,,, , ,,(,&‘“(A, A), M) and 6,,<,<,, = 
Horn,,,,,,, ,% .,. M). The Hochschild cohomologli of A with coefficients in M is 
then defined as Hoch”“‘(A; M) = H”“‘(C~,;~~,,(A; M), 8,,,,c,,). For any p and II 2 0 
define the linear map w : C‘;;_‘A(A; M)+ Cy;T”(A; M) by 
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(~f>([Q, >. . 7 %I> 
= (-1) nla,~+(n-l)~a2~+..-+~u,l+n(n-l)” . f([a, 3 . 3 %I> . 
It is easy to verify that the map w commutes with the differentials, hence it 
induces the isomorphisms 
w”‘*(A; M) : H*‘*(C;*,‘;(A; M), 6):Hoch*.-*(A; M) 
and 
w*(A; M) : H;“,,(A; M+ fl Hoch”‘- *(A; M) . 
,, ?(I 
Suppose that the algebra A is commutative (i.e. balanced as an A(x)-algebra; see 
Example 1.5) and let M be a left A-module. Then there exists on M a natural 
structure of an A-bimodule with m . a = (-l)“‘-“,,’ . a . m for a E A and m E M 
(compare Proposition 1.13 and the remark following it). It makes sense to denote 
CBT;p(A; M) = Hom~!$udH (%‘B”(A)/Sh”(A), M) C CBr=,(A; M). Again 6, re- 
stricts to a differential (denoted by the same symbol) 
6, : CB;:;:(A; M)+ CB;‘_+,‘.“+‘(A; M). If we denote by Harr“‘(A; M) the Har- 
rison cohomology of A with coefficients in M [2,25], where i is the simplicial 
degree and j is the total degree, respectively, it can be easily verified that the map 
w constructed above gives rise to the identifications 
wE‘*(A; M) : H”‘“(CB,*;‘;(A; M), 6,)--%Harr*.-*(A; M) , 
w;(A; M) : HB,;,(A; M)- 
- ,!i! 
Harr”‘-*(A; M) , 
these identifications being compatible with the natural maps 4 *.“(A; M) : 
Harr*‘*(A; M)+Hoch*.*(A; M) [2, p. 3141 and II*(A; M) : HBTl,(A: M)+ 
H&,(A; M) (Theorem 2.9). 
3.2. Cohomology of algebras of derivations. In this paragraph we refer to the 
notation introduced in Example 1.9. So, let V= V, be a (graded) vector space of 
finite type and m 2 1 a natural number, the case m = x being especially im- 
portant. Consider an object (TV, d), where i, = a, + a, + . . . + a,,, is a derivation 
of degree - 1 and 7~_,, ~a’ = 0. Let Der*(TV) denote the graded Lie algebra 
of derivations of the algebra TV (see [24, 0.2.(4)]) and let Der(*,,,(TV) = 
Der*(T) i-, where 0 - 0” if and only if rr,,,, 0 0’ = n5, 0 8”. For 0 E Der*( TV) 
let { 0} denote the corresponding class in Der;*,,,,(TV). The formula A({O}) = 
{[a; o]} then defines on Der(*,,, (TV) a differential of degree - 1. Moreover, let 
I%,*,,,,(LV) = ((0) EDer(*,,(TV) 1 O(V) C L(V)@kk If d(V) C L(V), then A 
restricts to a differential (denoted again by A) on Der(*,,,,(LV). 
Let A lx the A(m)-algebra fl ‘(‘W, 8); recall that V= J#A. Then A can tw 
considered in the clear sense as ;I bimodule over itself and UC define ;I linear 
isomorphism f> : C’(i,:,,,( A; n )+ Der,,,;,’ ’ (TV) in the following manner. 
Every ./’ E C’{:,i,( A; A ) cat1 bc exprcsscd as 11::’ ,) j’ with /’ E ,I ,I 
Horn, m,/;,:l\l,od(.#‘i( A). A ). the last object king naturally isomorphic with 
Hm,,,, “‘“(@” A, A). Then WC put fi( .f’) = (pl)“(H,, + “_(!,,,I. where H,,,/, = 
1 “#jj, T for 0 i T II x 111. It can be verified immediately that f1 IS an isomorphism - 
of differential spaces. hence it induces an isotnorphistn fi ‘(A) : H;,,,,( A: A ) ^I 
H “(Derc’],,,(TV). -1). If d(V)C ,.(V). th t‘ algebra A i\ txilanceti (see Exatnplc _ 
1.9) and it is not hard to verify that f1 restricts to at1 ihomorphism 
?: c’B(Ifi,(A: A)-%,,,;,’ ’ (LV). So, &noting hv I : I%r,;,,,( 12V) 4 DcrE,,,( TV) 
the canonical inclusion. WC have the commutative diagram 
H,,,,(A; ii) ___f H ’ ‘( Dcr;‘,,,,( TV). J) 
/I Il. I/ 
T i 
/ ‘( \I 
/IB,‘;JA: .i)i!ll- H ’ ‘( Er,,,,,( LV). -I) 
whet-c ?(A) is the map induced by ‘7’ and I”( A) is induced hy the inclusion f. 
This diagram, together with Thcot-em 2.9. imply that the map /.‘(A) is ;I 
monomorphism. 
3.3. The homotopy-bar construction. Let A he at1 A(m)-nlgebt-a and Ict .-/3(A) = 
e,, ,,. ,)i B” pi. 1) xf. - L IIIC on .#(A) the differential z = 2, + . + z,,i, where 
Then (.i;)( A), 2) is the /torlzorop!‘-hrrr-- (or tilrlc) cor~srr~rc~iorr on the A(nz)-algebra 
A. introduced in [22, p. 295j (but we USC the sign convention of [1X, Ddfinition 
3.131). 
As in I .1 consider the ground field k ;LS at1 A-bimodulc. Then the natural 
isomorphism 
coming from the universal property of the free A-bitnodule d,,,,,(A), induces the 
identification cT,.:f,,(A: k) z Hom,,l.,(:G( A), k) z (#.$(A))“‘. compatible with the 
differentials 6 and #2, respectively. and WC have at1 isomorphism 
H,;:),,(A, k)= H.(#&A). #;1) 
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3.4. Cohomology of the DeRham complex. Recall briefly the notion of the cobar 
construction over a coalgebra as it is given for example in [l] or [24, 0.6.(2)]. Let 
C = (C, A, d) be a differential graded (coaugmented) coalgebra, deg(d) = +l and 
let C = C/k be the coaugmentation ideal. Denote F(C) = r(lC) and equip F(C) 
with the differential d, by the formula 
d,([ c,,..., c,,l> 
= -i (-l)“m . [c,, . . , dc,, . , c,,] 
,=I 
I,- I 
+ c c (-1)” I+“;,‘+’ ‘[C,, . , C,_,) c:&, cy& c,+,, . . , C,?] . 
where we abbreviate Jc, 8. . .C!G J,c,, by [c,, . . , c,,], e, = lc,j + . . + (c,( + i and 
d(q) = c /* c:, 63 k;@ for 1 I i 5 n. Then (F(C), d,) is called the cobar construc- 
tion on the coalgebra C. 
Let A be a graded differential chain algebra, augmented and of finite type. 
Then the dual #A is in the evident sense of coaugmented coalgebra, and we can 
apply the cobar construction to it. Consider the following composite of maps: 
Cy$(a; k) = Hom~:‘,l,,,,, (%n,,,(a), k) eHom&,,(T t A, k) 
=(#TfA)~“tl-(T~#A)_l’= T(J#A)“, 
where o is an isomorphism defined by 
(a similar map is used also in 3. l), x is the canonical injection (as A is supposed to 
be of finite type, it is also an isomorphism), the other identifications being clear. 
It is not hard to verify that the isomorphism z = w ox : T(J#A)*+ C,-,‘,(A; k) 
commutes with the differentials d,: and 6, respectively, therefore 
NJ& k) = H”(F(#A), dF) . 
Supposing that the algebra A is commutative, i.e. balanced as an A(x)-algebra, it 
can be shown, using the characterization [20, Theorem 2.21, that s restricts to an 
isomorphism (Z’*(A), ?I ?) z CS~z~(~; k), w ere the Y’,-functor is defined in 124, h 
1.1.(7)]. therefore 
f%l,;(ii; k) = H*(.L?*(A), a,) 
Let now S be a simply connected topological space having the rational 
cohomology of finite type. Let .& be Sullivan minimal model of S (see [24, 
111.2.(l)]). Then .O is of finite type and it is well known that H”‘(F(#./ti), d,) s 
H,,(R.S; k) and that H”(Y’:(.M). ?J, ) z s-,(OS)@k (see [ 11 and [24, 111.3.(7)]). 
The isomorphisms constructed above then give 
Finally. notice that the functors H,.‘,,(:i:: k) and HB;‘;,(*; k) map weakly iso- 
morphic algebras into isomorphic objects (use the spectral sequence induced by 
the filtration of 2.10). We see that in the last formula we can rcplacc the minimal 
model .I( by the algebra A,,,.(S) of Sullivan-DcRham forms (23. Section 71 or 
even by the algebra f(S) of DeRham differential forms in the cast when S is a 
smooth manifold and the field k contains the field of real numbers B8. 
3.5. The canonical map I : H, ,,( L; L ) ---f Hoch(~IIL, 4/L). In the classical (non- 
graded) case the existence of such a map I easily follows from the ‘inverse process’ 
as it is described in [3. X.61. To be more precise. let I “/IL_ denote the universal 
enveloping algebra ‘III, considered as a left L-module with the action given by 
(A. u)++h. II - II. A for A E L and I( E $lL. Then WC have. by [3, p. 277, 
Theorem 5.l], the identification H, ,,(L; ,;‘4L) z Hoch(%L; ‘Y/L) and we can 
define I to bc the composition H, ,,(L; L- H,,,,(L; , ‘l/L) z Hoch(%L; ‘)r L), 
where the first map is induced by the inclusion L Q ,. ‘11 L of left L-modules. The 
same construction would perhaps work also in the graded USC, but WC prefer to 
give a more transparent explicit definition. 
To this end. recall briefly the definition of the Lie algebra cohomology as it is 
used hcrc. For a (graded) Lit algebra 1. let, for II ~0. L)“(L) denote the free 
L-module on A” t L; the element ?A, A I. A ?A,, E A” T L C D”(L) will bc 
abbreviated by ( A,. , A,,) The differential a, ,~ of degree - 1 is then defined by 
the formula 
= i (_I)/, ,clA,/+ ‘1 A,( A,. , ii,, . A,,) 
. ([A,: A,] .A,, . i,, . , h,. . A,,) , 
where J;=/A,l +...-t lAil=i. Isisn. and ^ denotes, as usual, omission. For 
an L-module A4 E L-Mod Ict V,‘;I((L; M) = Hom:l~,,,,(n”(I_). M) and 6, ,il = 
Hom , _b,od( d, ,j,, M). The cohomology of L with cocfficicnts in M is then defined 
as 
H’,‘;{:(L; M) = H”“‘(C,‘,,!:(L; hi’), 6, ,,) 
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Let U = OzlL be the universal enveloping algebra of L. It comes together with a 
morphism L : L + 4Y L which is, in fact, a monomorphism by the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem [19, p. 2811; we will identify L with a graded subspace of 
%L via L. 
Consider the Hochschild cochains CG;>z,,(U; U) as they are introduced in 3.1 
and let 
where S,, denotes the nth permutation group and the Koszul sign ~(a) is defined 
by the equality 
(A,, . . . > A,, > = 4~) ( A,, 1) 1 . . 2 A,,,,, )
which has to be satisfied in A” t L. It can be verified that (?A;,z,,(r/; U) is a 
6 t,,,,,-stable subspace of C;;,z,(U; U); d enote by J the inclusion. Define also the 
map K : eG;;*,,(U; U)- CE;g(L; L) by 
‘df>((Aw-, A,,)) = c 4~). f&L,,,, . 1 A,,,,,I) 
0 t s,, 
for f E C’.* Hoch(U; U) and A,, . , A,, E L. It can be verified by a direct computa- 
tional argument that K commutes with the differentials. 
Supposing that L is of finite type and L,,, = 0, it is possible to prove (it was 
done, in fact, in [14, Lemma 2.11, using an equivalent description in terms of 
algebras of derivations) that K induces an isomorphism in cohomology and we 
can define the canonical map I*‘* : HF;d(L; L)-+Hoch*‘*(U; U) as I= 
H(J)O f!(K)-‘. 
We aim to show the existence of a balanced A(w)-algebra A such that there are 
isomorphisms 
and 
K* : Hoch=*(U; (I)---, F,,H,-,;+‘(A; A) , 
where F,, refers to the filtration introduced in 2.10, Ht’,‘*(L; L) = 
nnr, Hy_;,*(L; L) and Hoch”.*(U; U) = n,,,, Hoch”,*(U; U). Moreover, these 
isomorphism satisfy K” o 1 .‘.“’ = 77”‘(A; A)0 Kji. It is easy to see that Theorem 
2.9 implies that I”‘.” is a monomorphism. 
The construction of A is based on various properties of algebras of derivations 
as they arc studied for example in [ill, [ 1.31. [IS] and 1211. Since this paper is not 
meant as an exposition of methods of the rational homotopy theory, our 
arguments will bc merely sketchy. 
First. let (AV. dl) = ‘f“i’(f,,il=O), whcrc the functor ‘C “’ is introduced in (24. 
1.1 .( I)]; recall that V= T#L. Let Der’“(r\ V) denote the Lie algebra of derivations 
of A V, the differential rl, L of degree +I is detincd by II., (0) = [rl,: 01. Then 
Dcr”:, (A V) = {H E Der”( A V) ) H(V) C @, , A’V} is clearly a tl, ,.-stable sub- 
space of Der”‘( A V). It can hc shown. using 21 similar method ;IS in 3.2. that there 
exists ;I canonical isomorphisms of differential modules (C‘, ,L: ’ (I,; L ). 6, ,~, ) and 
(Dcr-.,“(r\V). ‘I~,). hence 
ff ,.,i:.“( L; L ) s H + ‘( Dcr”’ , ( A V. ri I ) 
Notice that the existcncc of isomorphisms of this type is well known (see [ 15, 
Introduction]) and that (A V. d2) is the Sullivan minimal model of the coformal 
space S with TJRS)@~~ L,,.. Let (L(W). ij, + iI:) = Y,:(r\V. d,). where Y :,. is 
the functor defined in [24. 1.1.(7)]; recall that W = 1 #A V. We can define ;I map 
x:“: DerLk_,(r\V)-tDcrm (LV) by ,y(H)(,,. = J#t?T. It is easy to verify that x 
commutes with the diffcrcntials tl 1, and in, ,,, = [:I;; (1, + d,]. respectively. It is also 
possible to show, using various properties of the functors Y .,. and fj .” ([I?-!. 
Chapitre I] and [21, Section 3]), that x induces an isomorphism in cohomology. 
The differential ?J, + c2 induces on TW 21 differential (denoted by the same 
symbol) and Ict A = f1 ‘(TW. d, + d,). where the functor fj ’ is introduced in 
Example 1.0. The constructions -in 3.2 give rise to an isomorphism 
DcP(LW), ij,~..) z (E;,CB,,;’ ‘(A; A), a,,). Note also that H’“(F,,C’HT,,(A; A). 
6,j) z F,,H”‘(CB(‘~~,(A: A), 6,), see 2. 10. Composing all the identifications above, 
we obtain the desired isomorphism KY;. The isomorphism K” is constructed by 
the same method, only replacing the functors I/‘,,: and ‘C’” by the ‘dual bar 
construction’ R of [7, Appendix]. 
3.6. Note on the sign and degree conventions. Our definition of an A(nz)-algebra 
relies upon the sign convention explained in I. 1. Having chosen the dctinition of 
an A(m)-algebra, WC get automatically the signs in the formulas for the differcn- 
tials on .ti,,,,)( A) and :fi B ,,,,, (A). respcctivcly . and. in the light of Thcorcm 1.8, 
a1so in the definition of the shuffle product. 
As for the degree conventions of 2. I, the homogeneity of the diffcrcntial d 
requires that deg( [ u, , . (I,]) = )u, 1 + . . + /(I~,) + q + const.. the choice const. = 
1 (mod 2) is necessary for the validity of the formulas in the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
The remaining conventions are chosen so that the gradings on Hz,,,(A: k) and 
H.“(#:s(A), 2) (see 3.3) agree. 
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